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01 Ease portable lamps by Muuto 
Ease transforms the traditional table lamp  
into a portable size suited to travel. It offers  
a high-quality dimmable light with three levels, 
striking a balance between atmosphere and 
function. A slightly flared bottom makes the 
piece easier to move between locations.  
muuto.com
  
04 Grounding collection from Designer Rugs 
Comprising three hand-tufted rugs and one 
runner, the Grounding collection – designed  
in collaboration with Bernabei Freeman –  
is inspired by the textures of nature. Each  
New Zealand wool rug can be custom sized,  
shaped and coloured for residential interiors. 
designerrugs.com.au

02 Holotype series by Refractory 
Handcrafted from solid oak, Holotype by  
US studio Refractory comprises a lounge  
and dining chair characterized by substantial 
volumes and robust planes. The dining chairs’ 
bronze elements have been cast from a  
woven arrangement of porcupine quills.
refractory.studio

05 Onda collections by Greg Natale 
Onda is a series of stone pieces designed by 
Greg Natale and launched at Maison et Objet 
2023. Tactile and sculptural, the collection  
of bowls, vases and vessels features Foresta 
green marble and white and red travertine  
with smooth, undulating surfaces.
gregnatale.com
 

03 Porteño Tubo chair by Pampa 
Influenced by the city of Buenos Aires,  
Porteño Tubo contrasts soft, circular shapes 
with sturdy materials to show the simple  
beauty of both. The chair was designed for 
Pampa by Argentinian Agostina Branchi and  
is made from powdercoated tubular steel.
pampa.com.au

Fresh
finds

From beach-inspired bed frames to 
festival-snack side tables, these colourful 
finds bring joyful destinations home.

Find more residential products:  
selector.com and productnews.com.au
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06 Real Majik by Tappeti × YSG 
YSG has collaborated with Tappeti to release a 
range of 12 rugs. Raised details, tassels, orderly 
patterns and organic shapes coalesce in this 
vivid collection, inspired by Yasmine Ghoniem’s 
Egyptian heritage and belief in the power of 
magic. Photograph: Anson Smart.
tappeti.com.au
  
09 Jäger lounge table from Menu 
Mogens Lassen designed Jäger in 1941, 
inspired by the folding stools and beds in 
Tutankhamen’s tomb. The piece was never  
put into production, but Menu has launched  
it after discovering archival drawings. The 
elegant piece is available in solid oak or walnut.
menuspace.com

07 Kun Design collection from Domo 
Kun Design’s bright, playful Mooncake 
aluminium side table is shaped like the 
eponymous Mid-Autumn Festival snack. 
Available in four earth-toned powdercoats, 
Mooncake is part of Kun’s outdoor furniture  
and accessories collection.
domo.com.au 

10 Reverie collection by Fleur Studios 
The Bombola side table is part of a 25-piece 
range from Queensland-based Fleur Studios 
called Reverie. The simple form comprises  
a circular table top and three monolithic 
columns. The polished finish and pared-back 
form highlights the stone’s natural grain. 
fleurstudios.com.au

08 Pier range by Anaca 
Melbourne-based Anaca’s Pier bed (pictured), 
dining table and coffee table evoke pilotis, 
structures that connect sea and solid ground. 
Rounded edges soften the bed’s profile, as do 
sculptural solid timber pillars that create a feel 
of the frame “floating” above the bedroom floor.
anacastudio.com.au
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11 Marlon by Dooq Details 
Strong geometric forms and soft curves come 
together in the Marlon seating collection, 
designed by Pietro Franceschini for Dooq. 
Oversized legs and velvet upholstery ensure  
the chairs, ottomans and bench seats are 
simultaneously edgy and elegant. 
dooqdetails.com

14 Ripple Mirror by Zachary Frankel 
A discarded piece of timber from an earlier 
experiment for his X Chair was the starting 
point for this bold and playful mirror by 
Melbourne designer Zachary Frankel.  
A high-gloss paint finish in red, blue, green  
or apricot completes the distinctive design. 
zacharyfrankel.com
  

12 New Volumes Collection 02 by Artedomus 
The second iteration of Artedomus’s New 
Volumes series explores the design potential of 
terracotta. The eight-piece collection includes 
furniture, lighting and homewares – among 
them, the Echo side and coffee tables and the 
Cove chair designed by Tom Coward (pictured). 
artedomus.com 

15 Joe collection from MCM House 
Australian furniture brand MCM House  
has added a new finish to its Joe seating 
collection: brushed linen in five neutral 
colourways. The strong weave offers  
durability and comfort, and covers can  
be easily removed, washed and replaced. 
mcmhouse.com

13 Helle Mardahl tableware from  
In Good Company 
Danish design brand Helle Mardahl was 
inspired by Alice in Wonderland in the design  
of this fantastical mouth-blown glass collection. 
Delectable, candy-inspired colours and fluid 
forms set the scene for decadent dining. 
ingoodcompany.com.au
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